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Abstract: Collusive bidding has been an insidious issue in the construction industry. Bidders initiate
collusive networks of various sizes to win market shares. The popularity of collusive bidding
networks affects market fairness and erodes the interests of market players. Although considerable
research efforts were made to diagnose collusive bidding networks, there remains a gap in knowledge
regarding the relationships bid riggers use to engage in the networks. Therefore, this study used
the social network method, where two hundred sixteen collusion cases were collected from China
to test these relationships. The results show that collusive bidding networks were characterized by
sparseness, a small scale, a high concentration, and strong randomness. Three types of collusive
bidding networks were also detected: contractual, spontaneous, and shadow. Furthermore, these
collusive bidding networks had discrepancies regarding participants’ identities, forms of collusive
bids, and the determination of bid winners. It was found that the proposed social network model of
deliberating bid riggers’ relationships lays a solid foundation for the detection of collusive bidding in
the construction sector.
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1. Introduction

The fundamental significance of the construction industry is illustrated by its enor-
mous contributions to overall economic growth [1]. This industry provides a wide range of
infrastructures, such as transportation, telecommunication, buildings, schools, and hospi-
tals, to meet societal demands [2]. In the construction marketplace, where competitiveness
takes the form of ventures, the occupation of market shares follows a competitive tendering
mechanism, which is an extensively used method for awarding construction projects [3].
As a result, construction business competition has been fierce for a long time, facilitating
the emergence of collusive cases in many developed and developing countries [4].

Collusion was deemed an insidious industrial issue as it undermines transparency and
fairness and distorts market competition rules [5–8]. Its unscrupulous and anti-competitive
nature draws intense criticism, and the antagonistic effect on the integrity of market players
has become an obstacle to promoting the performance of construction projects [9]. In a
broader sense, collusion is characterized by cartel bids, supervision difficulty, and social
harms [10]. Thus, the dark side of collusive bidding also includes reducing resource
allocation efficiency [11], disrupting market competition order [12], and impairing the
interest of regular competitors [13]. The causes of such adverse side effects are potentially
undermining the cornerstone of competitive tendering systems and weakening business
competition rules [14]. By comparison, an open, transparent, and efficient tendering
mechanism is instrumental in creating and ensuring that goods and services that are
procured by governments offer value for money [15].
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As one of the largest developing countries, China has had a massive construction
market for decades [16]. Meanwhile, collusive bidding pervade the Chinese construction
sector [8,14,16,17]. There were 3305 collusive bidding cases in the construction sector
between 2009 and 2012, accounting for nearly 15.2% of all recognized criminal competition
nationwide [18]. Furthermore, it was found that bidding alliances established by clients,
bidders, and agents was a major cause of the accident of the Shanghai November 15 fire
in 2010 [19]. China has evidence that thousands of unqualified bidders crowding the
construction market can cause severe industrial problems, such as poor project quality,
extensive market disorder, and malfunction of resource allocation [20]. Hence, the increase
in collusive bidding nationwide calls for methods to properly recognize collusive bidding’s
form and characteristics. This was the core issue that this study aimed to investigate.

It is indispensable to study the characteristics of collusive bidding networks and the
forms of collusive bidding. Collusive bidding networks provide a carrier and shelter for the
popularization of collusion [21], allowing for collusion to be organized secretly [22]. In the
collusive bidding networks, bid riggers include the convenor and members. The convenor
uses money and social relations to attract regular bidders to participate in the networks,
forming criminal groups that are temporary, interdependent, and mutually restricted [23].
New members are invited to enter a collusive bidding group to promote their joint power
of dominating the business competition. Existing members in a collusive bidding network
are motivated to adopt flexible strategies and mobilize enterprise resources to conceal
their collusive behaviors, enhancing collusion identification and supervision difficulty.
The camouflage of collusion in the networks stems from the randomness of bid riggers
and the complexity of the collusive bidding process [24]. Therefore, antitrust authorities
are supposed to comprehend collusion’s subjects and relationships and detect bid riggers’
power, relationship network, and network organization [23].

In previous studies, researchers employed game theory reasoning and qualitative
analysis to examine the mechanism of collusive bidding [4,25–27]. Despite the richness of
research findings, collusive bidding networks and their evolution have not been explicitly
explored. This study aimed to improve the awareness of bid riggers’ relationships by
examining the social networks of bid riggers in 216 collusion cases. The specific objectives
were to (1) explore the relationship information of collusive groups and participants in
216 collusion cases; (2) quantify the characteristics of collusive bidding networks’ struc-
tures; (3) identify the organizational pattern of collusive groups. Social networks provide
quantitative tools for exploring the mechanism of collusion. Therefore, this study used so-
cial network analysis to examine collusive bidding networks, emphasizing the association
of collusive behaviors. Based on relevant indexes, the relationships between bid riggers
were uncovered regarding their features, structures, and types. The research findings can
enrich collusion theories by presenting collusive bidding networks in the construction
sector. Furthermore, the derivation of collusive bidding networks paves the way for the
formulation of industrial policies to improve the efficiency of business competition.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Theory of Collusive Bidding

Collusive bidding is a crucial concept in the discipline of sociology and enterprise
management. Sociologists stress that collusive bidding is a typical immoral behavior [4,28].
A cartel bidder is designated to win the bid in most collusive bidding practices and obtain
the most significant benefits. As contract theory states, most collusive bids are private and
extra-legal arrangements [29], violating the fair and free-market competition order and
industrial norms and social norms. Furthermore, based on the market theory, Doree [22]
argued that bid riggers have to design and enforce rules for three purposes, namely, (1) to
divide markets and profits among their collusive members, (2) to prevent members from
isolating from collusive groups, and (3) to prevent new firms entering the profitable market.
Therefore, collusive bidding should have over two members and a secret agreement for
distributing revenues.
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The convenor attracts bidders to join a collusive group by utilizing social relations
to obtain necessary information and qualifications [30]. The convenor is accustomed
to developing a controllable collusive bidding network in which bid riggers attempt
to maintain stable relationships or further collusive alliances [31]. As discussed above,
the illegitimate, covert, and well-organized features of collusive bidding have been a
hindrance to antitrust authorities regarding identifying, managing, and inhibiting collusive
networks [5]. The accumulation of bidders is conducive to building a collusive bidding
network to prevent collusive bidding from being detected [32]. Collusive bidding networks
are instrumental in maintaining the flexibility of bidding strategies under different market
conditions [21].

Collusive bidding is quite serious and extensive in the construction industry [16].
Several researchers have studied many aspects of collusive bidding. For example, the
causes of collusion [18,33], the detection of collusion [4,9,34], and the governance of col-
lusion [14,35,36] were often investigated. The existing research on the mechanisms of
collusive bidding behavior mainly focused on the influence of the external environment
on collusion behavior. For example, several researchers used interviews, questionnaire
surveys, simulations, and other methods to study collusive bidding behavior. There seems
to be general agreement in the literature that the motivation for collusion is related to
institutional pressure and social influence (e.g., [12,37–39]). The incomplete national regu-
latory systems, imperfect laws, and a lack of a positive industry atmosphere (e.g., [8,25,38])
encourage conspiracies. There are few studies that revealed the behavior of bid riggers
from the inside of a collusion network. Therefore, more efforts need to be devoted to
researching the behavior of bid riggers, which is very helpful to the study on the causes,
detection, and governance of collusive bidding.

2.2. Theory of Social Networks

A social network refers to a network connection that is composed of various social
relationships, including working relationships in social organizations, family relationships
in interpersonal networks, and competitive and cooperative relationships in economic
markets [40]. Laumann et al. [41] defined a social network using nodes, such as individuals,
groups, organizations, and countries, and connected them through specific social relations.
Provan et al. [42] pointed out that a social network refers to the connection between a
particular interest group’s member. Goodwin [43] viewed a social network as the social
relations of grouped actors. While the above definitions are based on different focuses,
the core of a social network is the relationship between individuals. The overall network
structure is helpful for investigating individual members of social behaviors within a group.

The essence of social networks is the composition of nodes and their relationships
in a networked group [44]. The nodes of a network mainly refer to individuals with
“initiative” [45]. Social network analysis is extensively adapted to examine covert net-
work organization relationships [46]. A clandestine network is a network where its nodes
function secretly, and the nodes’ connections in the network cannot be traced easily, sug-
gesting that obtaining relevant data is subject to an overwhelming challenge [47]. Thus,
an underground network facilitates the survival of illegal behaviors and makes behaviors
hidden [48]. Calderoni [49] used social network analysis to visualize the covert relationship
of organized crime and proposed that this method could be extended to the mining of
medical fraud, suspected suppliers, terrorists, and corrupt leaders. This means that social
network analysis is helpful for discerning the networks of unfair business competition.

2.3. Social Networks in Collusive Bidding

In collusive bidding, social networks have the main interaction features between nodes
in the network [50]. The interaction specifies active or passive contacts for the operation of
collusive bidding. In effect, social networks involved in collusive bidding detail formal or
informal relationships between participants in the collusion process. Participants and their
behavioral relations represent the nodes and relationships of a social network, respectively.
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The participants interact to establish network relationships in different sizes [24]. Behav-
ioral relations can be of the principal–agent form between the client and its agent and a
supervisory interaction form between antitrust authorities and bid riggers [51].

Nodes of collusive bidding networks comprise the convenor, facilitators, and inter-
mediaries [52]. The convenor is in charge of the initiation, organization, and coordination
of the collusion process. The facilitators can be individuals who assist the convenor in
operating the collusive bidding teams. The primary duties of the facilitators are to help
prepare collusive bidding documents, find sufficient enterprise qualification certificates,
and provide the convenors with bid security and other financial supports. Due to the risks
of being punished by antitrust authorities, the convenor might not rent as many qualifica-
tion certificates as expected. Therefore, some intermediaries need to build “bridges.” The
intermediaries, as actors transporting resources to a location or buying resources from an-
other site [53], can control enterprise resources, collusive information, and identities of bid
riggers. Thus, intermediaries have rights and advantages in a collusive bidding network.

The relationship network of actors was discussed in the construction industry. Hos-
seini et al. [54] used the social network method to distinguish characteristics of corruption
risks in Iranian construction projects. Padhi et al. [55] studied the effect of collusion in
government procurement auctions by establishing a system dynamics network. Agranov
and Yariv [56] demonstrated that the communication between bid riggers could promote
collusion in auctions. In addition, Reeves-Latour and Morselli [24] used the core-periphery
method to analyze the behavioral relationship network of bidders, such as corruption,
collusion, and bribery, and concluded that the operators of bidding collusion are often
long-term participants of the collusive organization. Previous research has rarely discussed
collusive bidding networks. While some of the aforementioned studies have realized that
bid riggers’ behavior mechanisms are critical to reducing collusive bidding, they failed to
investigate collusive groups’ characteristics and organizational modes.

3. Research Design
3.1. Data Collection

The concealment of collusion makes it extremely difficult to map out collusive bidding
networks and gather the relevant data. To improve the subjectivity of questionnaire
surveys, scholars deemed it acceptable to compile network data from archives [57]. As an
authoritative department, courts publish collusive bidding cases with detailed information,
including participants’ identities and relationships. Therefore, collusive bidding cases in
the official documents published by courts have credibility, and illegal cases in the judgment
can be used to reveal the characteristics of collusive relationships and their networks.

The data for the study were extracted from collusive bidding cases over the period
2009–2018, as published on the Chinese Judgment Documents website. The keywords that
were used to search the website were “collusive bidding and engineering and first-instance
judgments.” A total of 1268 collusive bidding case judgments were finally retrieved. We
used convenient sampling methods to collect quality samples. According to the nature
of collusive bidding networks, we processed the original data following the criteria as-
sumption of “there is only one collusion relationship network in a sample.” Moreover,
the “multiple collusion behaviors of the same collusive group are regarded as multiple
independent collusive networks” and “there is no connection between collusive networks.”
Consequently, 216 cases were filtered from 254 judgment documents. The samples con-
tained nine projects, including housing construction, municipal administration, roads, and
water conservancy, and were distributed over eighteen provinces, such as Hubei, Anhui,
Jiangxi, and Zhejiang.

As shown in Table 1, the average size of a collusive bidding group and number of
participants in a network were 7.410 and 12.070, respectively. These two figures show
that there were 1.630 individual participants behind a collusive group in a single case of
collusive bidding. The standard deviation of these two indexes shows that the numbers of
collusive bidding groups and participants involved in a collusion case were more discrete.
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The skewness and kurtosis of these two indexes indicate that the numbers of most collusive
bidding groups and participants involved in a collusion case were below the mean.

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the number of collusive groups and participants.

Index Number of
Samples Mean Standard

Deviation Minimum Maximum Skewness Kurtosis

Scale of collusive groups 216 7.41 6.424 2 45 2.627 8.843

Number of individual
participants 216 12.07 9.312 3 60 2.199 5.972

3.2. Steps for Data Analysis

In Figure 1, text mining was performed to extract data from the sample. Collusive
networks in a sample were identified, and the related information matrix was constructed.
Individuals and groups that directly promoted the collusion in the case were regarded as
nodes, and actual collusive behaviors were considered network relationships.
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Figure 1. The collusive network analysis procedure.

The nodes were connected to form a network and further transformed into a rela-
tionship matrix A =

{
aij

}
without weights, where aij represents the collusive relationship

between node i and node j. Any two nodes with collusive relationships were directly
connected, say, aij = 1(i 6= j); otherwise, aij = 0(i 6= j). Then, the conversion of a collu-
sive network into an adjacency matrix took place, where the adjacency matrix contained
collusion information from a collusive network.

Data of collusive bidding networks was feed into the UCINET package. Based on the
overall network measurement index, we conducted a social network analysis to derive
the characteristics and parameters of the overall network. Then, the topological structure
of relational networks was obtained by inputting the adjacency matrix into the UCINET.
Finally, we performed cluster analysis using the K-means clustering algorithm. Based on
the six selected overall network parameters, three clustering centers and their structural
characteristics were obtained.

3.3. Collusive Network Indexes

Social networks include two significant perspectives: individual and overall network
perspectives [58]. The individual perspective details the characteristics of a single node
in its networks, such as type, scale, and homogeneity. The overall perspective outlines
the overall network and presents the organization’s network structure at the general
level (i.e., density, node distance, and centrality). In line with our research purposes, we
selected the overall network density, average path length, degree central potential index,
intermediate central potential index, closeness to the central potential index, and cohesion
coefficient, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Collusive network indicators.

Indicators Expression Collusion Connotation

Overall network density σ = ∑n
i=1 ki

n(n−1) =
k

n−1
The degree of contact and mutual influence between members
of collusive bidding groups.

Average path length L =
2∑ dij

N(N−1) (i 6= j)
The mean value of the number of intermediaries required for
any two members to interact in the collusive network.

Degree centrality CD = ∑n
i=1 (CDmax−CDi)

n2−3n+2
The degree of concentration of power control distribution in the
collusive network.

Between centrality CB = ∑n
i=1(CBmax−CBi)
n3−4n2+5n−2

The degree of concentration of members of the collusive
network at the location of the information and resource
control intermediary.

Closeness centrality CC = ∑n
i=1 (CCmax−CCi)
(n−2)(n−1) (2n− 3)

The degree to which the collusive network is not controlled by
power and the difficulty of member interaction.

Condensation coefficient Ci =
2ki

mi(mi−1) C = 1
n ∑n

i=1 Ci The cohesion and anti-attack ability of the collusive network.

Note: n is the number of participants in a network; ki is the number of relationships connected to node i; k is the average number of
connections of all individuals in the network; dij is the number of sides of the shortest path connecting the point i and point j; CDi is the
degree centrality of point i; CBi is the middle centrality of point i; CCi is the closeness centrality of point i; Cmax is the maximum centrality
value of each point in the network; Ci is the condensation coefficient of node i; mi is the number of nodes adjacent to the node i.

4. Results
4.1. Collusive Bidding Network Indexes

In this study, the overall network density and the average path length were selected
to reflect the characteristics of the overall network, the degree central potential index and
the intermediate central potential index were selected to reflect the characteristics of the
network centrality, and the close central potential index and the condensation coefficient
were selected to reflect the network cohesion.

4.1.1. Overall Network Analysis

Overall network analysis can clearly reflect the characteristics of an overall network.
In this study, the overall network density and the average path length were selected to
study the characteristics of the overall network.

The overall network density is the ratio of the actual number of connections contained
in the network to the theoretical maximum number of connections. In the collusive bidding
networks, the overall network density reflects the degree of connection between nodes.

According to the indicator of the overall network density in Table 2, the results of
the overall network density of the 216 cases are presented in Figure 2, which shows that
the mean value of the overall network density was 0.337 and the standard deviation
was 0.169. Wellman [59] pointed out that the network is considered to have a sparse
structure if the standard deviation of overall network density is 0–0.25; as such, it was
found that the collusive bidding network exhibited a sparse structure. Bid riggers had a low
degree of interconnection and substantial heterogeneity, suggesting that the network had
limited influence on its behavior. Therefore, bid riggers were more conducive to obtaining
heterogeneous information and development opportunities outside their collusive bidding
groups. The result of this distribution could be ascribed to the concealment of collusion.
First, it helped with avoiding the supervision of collusion conduct. Second, the high
mobility of collusion means that bid riggers had inadequate time to establish contacts with
other groups or individuals, and new bid riggers were often at the network periphery.

The average path length, also known as the characteristic path length, is expressed as
the mean of the shortest path distance between any two nodes. It reflects the connectivity
between individuals in the collusive bidding networks.
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Considering the indicator of the average path length in Table 2, the results of the
average path length of the 216 cases are presented in Figure 3, which shows that the mean
value of the average path length was 2.724 and the standard deviation was 1.67. These
values indicate that an average of 2.724 mediators was needed to interact between any
two bid riggers in the network. Previous studies showed that the average path length
mirrors the network connectivity or information accessibility [60]. Thus, the connectivity
between bid riggers was acceptable, where each one had high accessibility to other group
members, and the communication between them was relatively easy. In addition, informa-
tion transmission and resource allocation could be realized in bid-rigging groups, and the
bid-rigging group had good stability.
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4.1.2. Network Centrality Analysis

Network centrality is a critical index for measuring the centralization degree of a net-
work structure. The commonly used network centrality indexes include degree centrality,
between centrality, and closeness centrality.

The degree centrality indicates the degree of concentration of individual behavior in
the overall network. In the collusive bidding networks, a higher degree centrality means
that the individual is located closer to the central position of the network and has more
control power over the network.

In terms of the indicator of degree centrality in Table 2, the results of the degree
centrality of the 216 cases are presented in Figure 4, which shows that the maximum value,
minimum value, mean value, and standard deviation of the sample’s network degree
centrality index were 0.929, 0.056, 0.527, and 0.205, respectively. The degree centrality
represents the extent to which a network is concentrated to a point, that is, whether there is
a convenor controlling the network [61]. There was a core actor in the bidders’ collusive
network. The frequency distribution was relatively dispersed, and the collusive network of
bidders presented diversity and complexity concerning the connection structure, which
had the characteristics of a random network.
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The between centrality measures the equilibrium degree between the centrality of
all nodes in the network. In the collusive bidding network, the high between centrality
indicated that there may be several small groups among the participants in the network.
The central node was in a critical position in the collusive bidding network.

According to the indicator of between centrality in Table 2, the results of the between
centrality of the 216 cases are presented in Figure 5, which shows that the maximum value,
the minimum value, the mean value, and the standard deviation of the network between
centrality index were 1, 0, 0.636, and 0.292, respectively. The results show that bid riggers
had significant differences regarding the control of resources in the collusive network. The
distribution was random, and the convenors with strong control power and weak control
power existed together. The between centrality index of 45 samples was 1, accounting for
20.8% of the total sample. The frequency distribution of the between centrality index of the
other regions was relatively uniform.
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The data analysis further revealed that the between centrality index of the 45 samples
was 1. The number of bid riggers in the sample was mostly 3–6, and the number of collusive
bidding groups was 3–4. This was a typical star-shaped network structure in which only the
core nodes related to other nodes. The suggestion is that small-scale collusion appears in
project bidding: one convenor contacts several groups to associate or borrow qualifications
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to participate in the bidding. These participants have no relationship with each other.
The convenor controls 100% of the participants and has absolute control power over the
collusive bidding group.

The closeness centrality is a measure of an actor’s ability to be outside the control of
others. In the collusive bidding network, participants with lower closeness centrality have
higher accessibility to other participants. They are often at the center of networks and have
a high anti-attack ability.

Considering the indicator of closeness centrality in Table 2, the results of the closeness
centrality of the 216 cases are presented in Figure 6, which shows that the maximum value,
the minimum value, the mean value, and the standard deviation of the sample network
close to the central potential index were 1, 0.061, 0.679, and 0.239, respectively. A small
number of samples in the frequency distribution were found in the range from 0.000 to
0.200, indicating that participants in the collusive network of bidders were affected by
other groups or members. The group’s anti-attack ability was insufficient. The samples
with the network near the central potential index of 1 accounted for 20.830%, reflecting that
the bid riggers were not independent in the conspiracy. The interaction produced by the
collusion relationship would impact the collusive decision-making behaviors.
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4.1.3. Condensation Analysis

The condensation coefficient reflects the cohesion between individuals in the collusive
groups. The greater the condensation coefficient of the overall network, the closer the
connection between adjacent nodes in the network, and consequently, the more intense the
collusion relationship within collusive groups.

According to the indicator of the condensation coefficient in Table 2, the distribution
of the statistical condensation coefficient is shown in Figure 7, with an average value of
0.352. The convenors tended to gather together, but they were not closely connected, and
the group’s overall anti-strike ability was poor [60]. The condensation coefficient of 40.7%
of the samples was 0, indicating that there was no collusion relationship between three or
more actors in the network. There are two main kinds of network structures in which the
condensation coefficient is 0: a star network and a linear network. In these two kinds of
small-scale collusive groups, convenors have absolute control over resource allocation and
information transmission, and an attack on convenors will lead to the collapse of collusive
bidding networks.
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At the same time, the convenor has limited control over the collusive network. As
the scale of the group increases, two situations may occur: (1) The network structure stays
unchanged, the convenors’ control over the facilitators of the marginal structure increases,
and the degree centrality index of the overall network ascends. (2) To realize collusive
purposes, the convenor needs to seek the help of external facilitators via intermediaries.
Although the convenors’ resource allocation and information of the collusive network
transmission play an essential role, the control power in the network is scattered, the
control power of the convenor is weakened, and the close to central power index and the
intermediate central power index decrease. In the actual governance of collusive bidding,
attacks on the collusion intermediary will cause the partial failure of the collusive network,
and an attack on the convenors will make the collusive network invalid. The network
structure changes as the size of the group increases, as shown in Figure 8.
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4.2. Clustering Analysis

Cluster analysis is also called system analysis [62]. It is a statistical analysis method
that is used to study the classification problem (sample or index) using an essential data
mining algorithm. Among the popular clustering algorithms, the K-means is the one that
is simple, fast, and center-based [63]. In addition, Ma and Yong [64] also used the K-means
algorithm for short text in social networks. Therefore, this study selected the K-means
algorithm for cluster analysis.

4.2.1. Basic Principle

The K-means algorithm has had many changes over time, but the basic idea has not
changed. The K-means algorithm randomly extracts K data from the original N data as the
initial grouping center matches K data with other data according to the distance and then
allocates them. For a pair, the algorithm compares them to the most similar group, then
calculates the centers for all new groups, and repeats this step until the standard measure
function converges [62]. The mean square error method is usually used to measure the
standard measurement functions. K groups have the following characteristics: the data
within each group is very similar but the data is far apart.

4.2.2. K-Means Clustering Analysis

The clustering variables were selected to determine the overall network density,
average path length, cohesion coefficient, degree central potential index, middle central
potential index, and near central potential index. According to the calculation results of
these indicators in Section 4.1, the K-means clustering algorithm was used to perform the
clustering analysis. K = 3 was determined using the elbow criterion [65]. After 11 iterations,
the correlation distance function was chosen because it was more sensitive to the collusive
bidding networks pattern, regardless of the magnitude [65]. Three clustering centers were
obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Clustering analysis of network structure parameters.

Cluster Center Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Overall network density 0.533 0.333 0.132
Average path length 3.022 2.889 1.567

Condensation coefficient 0.806 0.460 0.002
Degree central potential index 0.493 0.324 0.705

Intermediate central potential index 0.268 0.566 0.918
Near central potential index 0.615 0.451 0.896
Number of cluster members 70 90 56

5. Findings and Discussion
5.1. Collusive Network Structure

According to Table 3, the samples were divided into three clusters using calculations,
corresponding to three types of bidder collusion structures. The number of members in
each of the three types was 70, 90, and 56, respectively. As Figure 9 indicates, the network
structure of the samples was near the three cluster centers.

In cluster 1, the overall network density, average path length, and cohesion coefficient
were larger, and the bid riggers had more relationships. The information and resources
in the network were accessible. However, the three centrality indexes were low, and the
convenors had low power to control resources. In cluster 2, the overall network density and
condensation coefficient were slightly lower than in cluster 1. The average path length was
larger, and the three centrality indexes were at an intermediate level. There were apparent
controllers of collusive relationships in the collusive network, and the transmission of
collusive information and resources needed to be distributed or transmitted through con-
venors and intermediaries. Cluster 3 showed a higher potential index and potential index
close to the center but had an overall low network density and condensation coefficient.
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The average path length was significantly lower than in clusters 1 and 2. The collusive
control power was highly concentrated to a certain convenor. The convenor controlled the
facilitators participating in the bid rigging but was not controlled by other facilitators.
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Further, according to the role of individuals in the network and the degree of the
collusive relationship between individuals, the collusive network was divided into three
types: a core structure, a core–periphery structure, and a core–semi-periphery structure.
These three types of collusive bidding networks are illustrated in Figure 10. The core
structure was a small group composed of relatively stable individual organizations with a
small number of people, a common purpose, and more mutual contact. The core–periphery
structure comprised several individual contacts that were closely related to the center and
sparse distributed peripheral structure. The characteristic was that nodes in the core region
were not further divided into independent cohesive subgroups. The nodes at the periphery
only maintained a close relationship with some connected core nodes, while the peripheral
nodes were sparsely connected and presented a scattering periphery distribution. The
core–semi-periphery structure was a kind of structure in which there was an intermediary
individual acting within the core–periphery structure, which related to the core structure
and other nodes of the periphery structure. Those in this structure used the relationship
network to obtain benefits, but they were not completely connected with the core structure.
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Using collusion cases in the Dutch construction industry, Le et al. [66] stressed that
actors at the center of the collusive network dominated the project network during the
construction period, thereby obtaining personal benefits. While our study concurred
with this point of view, cluster 3 displays that the convenor had strong dominance. This
finding complements the work by Reeves and Morselli [24], which proposed using the
core–periphery social network method to track the emergence of such a conspiracy in
the city of Laval (Canada) by illustrating the evolution of bid-rigging networks revolving
around suspected and persistent acts of corruption, bid rigging, and bribery. Therefore, the
study presented in this paper is an extension of the current work on collusive bidding.

5.2. Collusive Bidding Types

The nature of collusive bidding varies from one type to another. Lee et al. [67] argued
that bid riggers generally utilize two types of bid schemes to collude, namely, rotating and
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complementary bid schemes. In contrast, the research is not comprehensive and detailed
on the types and characteristics of collusion. In this study, based on the cases published
by judicial institutions, we examined the overall characteristics of the disclosed collusion
among bidders. The results suggest that collusive bidding can be classified into three
categories based on an overall social network, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Three types of collusive bidding.

First Type Second Type Third Type

Strong accessibility Strong accessibility Weak accessibility
Weak centrality Strong centrality Strong centrality
High stability High stability Low stability

The network accessibility, centrality, and stability of the three kinds of bidder collusion
modes were different. Combined with the organization forms of collusion, the bidder
collusion was divided into contractual, spontaneous, and shadow.

The first type, contractual collusion, comprises a relatively stable, small number
of convenors with a common purpose and contact with each other. A relatively stable
“bidding alliance” is formed to ensure that groups within the collusion organization win the
bid through negotiated bid quotations and exclude other bidders [5]. These groups often
occupy a particular market share, and the probability of winning the bid after colluding is
relatively high. After winning the bid, the participants’ rewards are distributed through
subcontracting or direct payment of profits following the contract.

The second type is spontaneous collusion. A few convenors first reach a contract to
form a bidding alliance and invite other participants to “accompany the bid” to increase
their winning probability [5]. The more “accompany bid” groups that are requested, the
greater the winning probability. In this kind of collusive network, the nodes in the core
region are closely connected and the periphery is sparsely scattered. In contrast, the nodes
at the periphery are only closely related to some core nodes. Thus, the periphery nodes are
sparsely connected and present a scattered periphery distribution.

The third type is shadow collusion. The idle social personnel are attached to several
bidding groups simultaneously or participate in the bidding by borrowing their qualifi-
cations [5]. Several groups participate in the bidding on the surface, but a few people are
manipulating events behind the scenes. This kind of collusion presents the characteristics
of a star network; there is a core node and the periphery node is closely connected with the
core node, but there is no relationship between them.

Existing studies have noted the collusive bidding types from participation scope and
collusive content perspectives [7,23,68], but this classification is relatively incomplete and
lacks support from data. From the social network standpoint, this study used the social
network method to conduct a quantitative analysis of 216 cases and obtained the types
and network characteristics of the collusive bidding. Considering the three types in the
order presented in Table 4, the number of network species nodes decreased gradually, the
network centrality increased, the number of triangles in the network structure diagram
decreased, and the organizational stability was weakened. Quantitative research will fill
the gap on the collusive network structure of bidders, which will help to understand the
characteristics of the collusion network structure more clearly.

6. Conclusions

Collusive bidding is all-pervasive in the construction industry. It damages market
fairness and brings engineering quality risks, thereby deserving strict regulations from
antitrust authorities. Bid riggers form a complex network relationship. Behind a collusive
bid is a social network, which provide the carrier and shelter to carry out bid-rigging
plans. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the network of collusive bidding groups for
the inhibition of collusive bidding. This study examined the characteristics of collusive
bidding networks and the types of collusive bidding groups in construction using social
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network theory. It was found that the bidders’ collusive network model revealed the
network characteristics and the main types of collusive relationships from the network
structure of collusion groups. The findings show that: (1) The collusive network was sparse,
small in scale, universal in concentration, and strong in randomness. Consequently, the
interaction difficulty of collusive behaviors in the network was low, and the information
in the organization spread rapidly. (2) The bidders’ collusion had three types of structure:
contract, spontaneous, and shadow, each with a different centrality, connectivity degree,
and stability.

The contribution of this study is three-faceted. First, from the research perspective, it
constructed a network model of collusive bidding by using empirical data mining. Second,
social network analysis was instrumental in exploring the essence of collusive bidding,
which is significant in that it provides a reference for detecting the collusion between
tenderers and bidders and collusion in other industries. Third, in terms of research content,
empirical data of bidders’ collusion social network was obtained through data mining,
which enriched the study of collusive networks to a certain extent and has significance as a
reference for the understanding and governance of collusion behavior in China. However,
this study took little account of the strength and direction of collusive relationships when
constructing the bidders’ collusive networks. Future studies are recommended to consider
the strength and direction of the relationships between the bid riggers in a collusive
bidding network.
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